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Summary
Pressures in the 100 MPa range are known to have an
enormous number of effects on the action of proteins,
but straightforward means for determining the structural basis of these effects have been lacking. Here,
crystallography has been used to probe effects of
pressure on sperm whale myoglobin structure. A comparison of pressure effects with those seen at low pH
suggests that structural changes under pressure are
interpretable as a shift in the populations of conformational substates. Furthermore, a novel high-pressure
protein crystal-cooling method has been used to show
low-temperature metastability, providing an alternative to room temperature, beryllium pressure cellbased techniques. The change in protein structure due
to pressure is not purely compressive and involves
conformational changes important to protein activity.
Correlation with low-pH structures suggests observed
structural changes are associated with global conformational substates. Methods developed here open up
a direct avenue for exploration of the effects of pressure on proteins.
Introduction
Pressures encountered in the biosphere, up to 120 MPa
in the deepest oceans, have large effects on biological
systems. Proteins show changed kinetic and equilibrium
constants, multimeric associations, folding profiles, and
ligand bindings; membranes show altered permeability.
Cellular metabolism, cellular morphology, and viral infectivity may also be affected [1–5]. Such phenomena at
moderate pressures might appear paradoxical because
proteins have small intrinsic compressibilities (10⫺5 to
10⫺6 MPa⫺1 for globular proteins) [6–9] and tightly
packed interiors [10]. Thus, detailed structural and dynamical information are also needed in understanding
pressure effects in proteins.
Probes adapted for high pressure include spectroscopy and fluorescence, NMR, circular dichroism, and
small angle X-ray scattering [5]. However, the one least
developed for high pressure is the one most powerful at
giving atomic level information—X-ray crystallography.
One reason for the lack of development is the perception

that protein crystals do not survive pressurization well.
Studies on lysozyme [11–13], staphylococcal nuclease
[14], and myoglobin [15, 16] show that protein crystals
are more robust than typically thought. Here, we show
that pressure may even make the crystal more robust
in certain circumstances, such as during cooling.
Another reason for the slow development of highpressure crystallography is the difficulty in obtaining
high-pressure data. Kundrot and Richards [11] used a
dead end-bored beryllium rod mounted on a goniometer
as an X-ray transparent pressure vessel for crystals in
the 100 MPa range. Later, Tilton [17] modified the design
for 10 MPa range gas pressures. The main disadvantage,
however, was that beryllium has strong powder diffraction rings at crystallographically important resolutions
starting at about 2 Å. To surmount such difficulties, we
developed a cooling method in which the protein crystal
was cooled while under pressure, with the goal of “freezing-in” pressure-induced collective movements of the
polypeptide chain. The crystal was not under pressure
during diffraction, though the crystal was at cryogenic
temperatures. Unlike in flash cooling, no chemical cryoprotectant (for example, glucose or sucrose) was used,
even though the cooling rate was slow (ⵑ2 K/s).
When observing the effects of pressure, it is important
to remember that a crystallographic structure is an ensemble structure. This has implications when we divide
observed changes into conformational and elastic components. Here, elastic effects are ones in which the
changes in the conformation of groups of atoms may
be described by a simple isotropic expansion or compression of the molecule. Proteins have many lowenergy conformations, and pressure acts to change the
population of those conformations. Crystallographic observations most likely reflect the ensemble average of
the change in substate populations.
The existence of hierarchical conformational and energy landscapes in proteins is well established [18, 19].
Substates in carbonmonoxy-myoglobin (CO-myoglobin
or MbCO) are represented by those monitored by IR
stretch bands of bound CO at (A0) ⬇ 1967 cm⫺1, (A1) ⬇
1947 cm⫺1, and (A3) ⬇ 1929 cm⫺1 [20]. These taxonomic
substates may have different reactive properties [21],
making the ability to characterize the structure of substates important in understanding reaction mechanisms.
The equilibrium ratio w0 /w1 of substate populations
depends on the free energy difference ⌬G ⫽ G0 ⫺ G1
between substates, namely as
⌬G
⌬E ⫹ P⌬V ⫺ T⌬S
w0
⫽ e⫺ RT ⫽ e⫺
RT
w1

(1)

where ⌬E, ⌬V, and ⌬S are the differences in the internal
energy, volume, and entropy of the conformations. Thus,
pressure shifts the population by a factor exp[⫺P⌬V/
RT] [22].
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Table 1. Data and Refinement Statistics
RTRP(MYO2)

RTHP(MYOCE)

LTHP(MYO3)

LTHP(MYO4)

295
150
6

95
200
6

95
200
6

64.09
30.80
34.57
105.7
65680
–
9.2–2.3
(2.42–2.30)
90.1 (79.6)
2.9 (2.4)
12.1 (6.0)
5.7 (13.8)

64.08
30.78
34.40
105.4
65410
0.27
26.0–1.7
(1.81–1.67)
98.5 (97.7)
4.0 (3.6)
4.8 (6.8)
7.5 (9.6)

63.87
30.76
34.43
105.5
65160
0.31
26.5–1.7
(1.79–1.68)
98.7 (99.0)
2.9 (2.8)
3.8 (8.8)
7.2 (8.4)

9.2–2.3
5306
16.6
23.5
0.006
1.004
0.060

26.0–1.7
14240
21.0
24.7
0.005
0.975
0.068

26.5–1.7
14137
21.0
23.8
0.005
0.969
0.084

RTRP(r1VXH)

1VXE*

1VXB*

1A6K†

277
0.1
6

277
0.1
5

277
0.1
4

90
0.1
7

64.46
30.89
34.76
105.91
66560

64.52
30.85
34.77
106.1
66490

64.35
30.92
35.53
106.8
67710

63.90
30.73
34.36
105.7
64950

5.0–1.7
13807
15.6
N/A
0.024
1.865
N/A

5.0–2.0
7156
20.0
N/A
0.025
2.298
N/A

8.0–1.1
51286
13.2
15.2
0.018
2.482
N/A

A. Data collection
Temperature, K
295
Pressure, MPa
0.1
pH
6
Cell dimensions
a ⫾ 0.11 Å
64.45
b ⫾ 0.04 Å
30.93
c ⫾ 0.04 Å
34.73
␤ ⫾ 0.1⬚
105.7
3
vol ⫾ 170 Å
66640
Mosaicity, ⬚
–
Resolution range, Å
9.2–2.3
(highest shell)*
(2.48–2.30)
Completeness*, %
96.9 (94.5)
Multiplicity*
2.6 (2.0)
Mean* I/
14.7 (15.6)
Rmeans*, %
4.4 (5.6)
B. Refinement
Refinement range, Å
9.2–2.3
Reflections, I/ ⬎ 2
5853
R, %
16.0
Rfree, %
21.7
Rmsd bond lengths, Å
0.006
Rmsd bond angles, ⬚
1.021
Real space fit
0.062
*Highest resolution shell in parentheses
1VXH*
A. Data collection
Temperature, K
Pressure, MPa
pH
Cell dimensions
a, Å
a, Å
a, Å
␤, ⬚
vol, Å3
B. Refinement
Refinement range, Å
Reflections, no cutoff
R, %
Rfree, %
Rmsd bond lengths, Å
Rmsd bond angles, ⬚
Real space fit
*From [24]
†
From [28]

5.0–1.7
13856
14.0
N/A
0.026
1.964
N/A

31.0–1.8
12293 (I/ ⬎ 2)
17.7
19.8
0.005
0.988
0.053

Ansari et al. [20] and Frauenfelder et al. [22] have
characterized population ratios in solution for a range
of pH, temperature, and pressures. Lower pH and higher
pressure increase the A0 population with respect to A1.
At room temperature and pressure, a pH change from
6.6 to 5.5 increases the ratio A0 /A1 by about an order of
magnitude. At room temperature, a pressure increase
from 0.1 MPa to 200 MPa increases the ratio A0/A1 by
a factor of 2.8 at pH 6.6, and a factor of 1.9 at pH 5.5.
The correlation between structure and spectroscopic
A tier substates in MbCO is well studied for various pH
[20, 23–26]. The low-pH A0 form is associated with an
“open” conformation, in which His64 is protonated and
rotated out of the heme pocket. The substates may also
have slightly varying CO tilt angles.
Less attention has been paid to global aspects of

substate conformations in myoglobin, although molecular dynamics simulations of myoglobin have revealed
global conformational substates [19]. Can the global
differences between conformational substates be determined experimentally? This is especially important because myoglobin can be described as an “allosteric”
enzyme with ligand binding and unbinding affected by
conformational substates [21].
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, we describe techniques for high-pressure crystallography by
characterizing pressure-induced changes in sperm
whale myoglobin up to 200 MPa and evaluating whether
low temperatures successfully lock in relevant pressureinduced structural changes when cooled under pressure.
Second, we describe conformational substates in
myoglobin by comparing observed structural changes
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Table 2. Evolution of Rmsd’s during Refinement
2.3 Å resolution set RTRP(MYO2)
Resolution (Å)
R (Rfree) (%)
2.3
22.8 (30.0)
2.3
19.1 (25.8)
2.3
16.6 (22.7)
2.3
16.0 (21.7)
2.3
15.9 (21.7)
2.3
17.1 (24.3)

Rmsd (Å) compared with reference structure
0.111
0.080
0.047
reference
0.050*
0.085†

1.7 Å resolution set LTHP(MYO3)
Resolution (Å)
R (Rfree) (%)
2.0
26.2 (31.1)
1.8
23.3 (27.0)
1.7
21.6 (25.4)
1.7
21.1 (25.0)
1.7
21.0 (24.7)

Rmsd (Å) compared with reference structure
0.212
0.077
0.042
0.026
reference

High-resolution sets in similar stages of refinement LTHP(MYO3, MYO4)
Resolution (Å)
R (Rfree) MYO3 (%)
R (Rfree) MYO4 (%)
2.0
26.3 (31.3)
26.2 (31.1)
1.8
22.9 (26.7)
23.3 (27.0)
1.7
21.6 (25.4)
21.6 (24.4)
1.7
21.0 (24.7)
20.9 (23.8)

Rmsd (Å)
0.188
0.155
0.106
0.098

*After two extra cycles of 3000 K simulated annealing
†
After two extra cycles of 5000 K simulated annealing

at various pH values [24] with those at various pressures.
Carbon monoxide spectroscopic shifts in A0/A1 ratios
are compared with pH- and pressure-induced structural
changes.
Results and Discussion
Table 1 summarizes structures discussed in this paper.
Structure nomenclature includes the temperature (RT,
room temperature; LT, low temperature), the pressure
(RP, room pressure; HP, high pressure), and the data
set reference in parentheses (e.g., “MYO2”). The prefix
“MYO” indicates structures solved here. A four-letter
identifier indicates structures taken from the Protein
Data Bank (PDB) [27]. These are 1A6K from Vojtechovský et al. [28] and 1VXH, 1VXE, and 1VXB from Yang

Figure 1. Radius of Gyration before Isotropic Scaling Calculated
Using Extended Main Chain Atoms of the First 151 Residues
The pressures were as follows: 0.1 MPa (upside down triangle,
square), 150 MPa (right side up triangle, diamond), and 200 MPa
(circle).

and Phillips [24]. All structures were in the aquometmyoglobin (met-Mb) form.
We evaluated low-temperature metastability through
high-pressure cooling by comparing differences between
structures RTRP(MYO2) and RTHP(MYOCE) with differences between structures LTRP(1A6K) and LTHP(MYO3).
Next, we compared global structural changes at low
pH and high pressure, both of which have increased
A0 /A1 ratios when observed spectroscopically. The
pH comparison was between the pH 4 structure
RTRP(1VXB) and the pH 6 structure RTRP(1VXH). The
pressure comparison was between the 0.1 MPa structure RTRP(MYO2) and the 150 MPa structure RTHP
(MYOCE).
Analysis focused on determining collective displacements in the peptide backbone and rearrangements of
secondary structural elements.
Detectability and Robustness
of Backbone Positions
To determine the detectability of changes and the reproducibility of backbone positions for sperm whale myoglobin, we looked at differences between refined structures from crystals under similar conditions and at
changes in atomic positions during structural refinement.
Structures 1VXH and 1VXE were met-Mb structures
at pH 6 and pH 5, respectively, and had no significant
changes as compared with a pH 4 structure 1VXB [24].
We found that 1VXH and 1VXE had a root-mean-square
difference (rmsd) in extended main chain (i.e., N, C, O,
and C␣) atom positions of 0.102 Å. For another ambient
condition comparison, the rmsd between RTRP(MYO2)
and RTRP(r1VXH) was 0.113 Å. For high-pressure cooled
sets LTHP(MYO3) and LTHP(MYO4), the rmsd was
0.094 Å. LTRP structures under similar conditions were
not available for comparison.
Next, we looked at sources for error during model
refinement. Differences in starting coordinates and tar-
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Figure 2. Change in Position of the Center of
Mass of Residue i Calculated from Extended
Main Chain Atoms of the First 151 Residues
after Isotropic Scaling
Changes are differences in residue positions
after least squares superpositioning. The top
figures show pressure comparison and control at room temperature. Structures superposed were RTHP(MYOCE) and RTRP(MYO2),
and RTRP(MYO2) and RTRP(r1VXH), respectively. The bottom figures show the pressure
comparison and control for low-temperature structures. Comparisons were between LTHP(MYO3) and LTRP(1A6K), and
LTHP(MYO3) and LTHP(MYO4), respectively.

get functions may give differences which, while not important in solving gross protein structure, may be important when comparing small differences. Two structures
refined from the same structure factors, RTRP(1VXH)
refined using X-PLOR v3.1 (R ⫽ 14.0%, Rfree not given)
and RTRP(r1VXH) refined in-house using CNS v1.0 (R ⫽
17.7%, Rfree ⫽ 19.8%), had an rms difference of 0.095 Å
in extended main chain atom positions.
We estimated the effect of incorrect side chain geometry by taking the LTHP(MYO3) model and mutating side
chains to either alanine or glycine, depending on
whether there was a C␤ in the original residue. The R
factors after two cycles of 3000 K simulated annealing
with torsional dynamics, followed by conjugate gradient
minimization, where R ⫽ 34.0% and Rfree ⫽ 38.0% for
the truncated LTHP(MYO3) model. Compared with the
original LTHP(MYO3) structure, the rmsd in extended
main chain atom positions was 0.127 Å. Thus, backbone
atom positions appear quite robust in the presence of
side chain errors.
Changes in the model during different stages of refinement must also be considered, as R factors and diffraction resolution may have an effect on backbone positions. Table 2 shows rmsd’s in extended main chain
atoms during refinement. Below Rfree’s of 30%, rmsd’s
quickly fall to below rmsd’s seen between well-refined
structures. Below Rfree’s of 25.0%, rmsd’s between refinement cycles are about 0.05 Å.
Even a poorer resolution structure RTRP(MYO2), in
which refinement was to 2.3 Å, had robust backbone
coordinates. After two additional 3000 K simulated annealing cycles with Cartesian refinement (instead of torsional refinement), the rmsd in the extended main chain

backbone was 0.050 Å when compared with the original
structure. When additional annealing cycles were at
5000 K, the rmsd was 0.085 Å.
This suggests that positions of main chain atoms were
well established early in refinement, provided that stereochemical errors were corrected during structure validation. We considered structures with Rfree’s of 25% or
less to have backbone positions determined to the level
in which refinement errors and natural variability could
not be distinguished, at least for the case of P21 sperm
whale myoglobin crystals.
Considering rmsd’s between similar structures and the
evolution of differences during refinement, we estimated
that displacements of greater than 0.1 Å in the backbone
were significant. Such an estimate does not apply to side
chain atoms, which may show more uncertainty.
Isotropic versus Anisotropic Changes
In characterizing collective changes in structure, it was
useful to separate isotropic (elastic or compressive) and
anisotropic (conformational) effects. The small intrinsic
compressibility of proteins [3, 9] suggests that isotropic
effects may be small and would have to be carefully
distinguished from anisotropic changes such as rearrangements of internal structural elements.
Data for LTHP structures were taken at ambient pressures, so anisotropic changes could be frozen-in while
compressive changes had relaxed. Thus, the effect of
pressure on internal cavity volumes could not determined. Figure 1 shows the radius of gyration, Rg, for
various structures, calculated using the extended main
chain atoms of the first 151 residues. The last two residues, Gln152 and Gly153, were often disordered and
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do not consistently appear in crystallographic electron
densities. The RTHP structure showed compressive
change, but the wide range of Rg’s for LTHP structures
suggested possible compressive relaxation upon pressure release.
A simple gas-like model was used to characterize
isotropic differences by assuming a scaling in which
distances between atoms remained proportional, that is,
r i ⫺ rj ⫽

1
3

冤V⬘V 冥

(r⬘i ⫺ r⬘j ) ⫽

Rg
(r⬘i ⫺ r⬘j ),
R⬘g

(2)

where V and Rg are the crystallographically determined
molecular volume and radius of gyration and primes
refer to the data set to be scaled. Note, by scaling molecular volumes, we assumed the topology of the protein
did not change. This is a valid approximation for small
changes, as was the case here; indeed, Figure 1 shows
that Rg’s differed by less than 1%. Such a scaling is
sensitive to purely isotropic effects. Equation 2 does
not preserve bond lengths, but does preserve relative
orientation of atoms. Structures in subsequent analyses
were scaled to V and Rg of RTRP(MYO2).
Identifying Collective Movements
We superposed scaled structures using only extended
main chain atoms of the first 151 residues. Superpositions and rmsd values were calculated using LSQMan
[29]. Figure 2 shows displacements as a function of
residue. The residue’s position was taken to be the center of mass (COM) of extended main chain atoms in
that residue. The rmsd’s between pressure comparisons
were greater than for controls.
Because we were interested in rearrangements of
groups of residues (for example, of ␣ helices), we applied
a smoothing algorithm to highlight robust features in
Figure 2. Figure 3 shows displacements seen by letting
the position of residue i be the COM of the (i ⫺ n) to
(i ⫹ n) residue. COM calculations included only extended
main chain atoms and the window shifted along the
first 151 residues excluding the end residues with no
neighbors. Six regions showed large collective displacements. These were the A helix, AB loop, CD loop, F helix,
GH loop, and H helix. Most other regions had differences
at the level of detectability, deemed to be about 0.1 Å;
thus, further discussions will focus on these six regions.
Low-Temperature Metastability: Pressure
Comparisons at Room and Low Temperatures
To display the spatial movements of the six regions (A
helix, AB loop, CD loop, F helix, GH loop, and H helix),
we used the same smoothing procedure as was used
to calculate COM displacements as a function of residue
between two structures. The atmospheric structure was
then morphed by applying the COM displacement,
multiplied by an amplification factor, to the entire residue. This was implemented in Mathematica code, and
the results are in Figure 4.
Under pressure at room temperature, the F helix slid
along its axis and moved toward the E helix. The AB
loop moved toward the E helix. The CD loop slid toward
the D helix and the G and H helix regions. Of smaller
magnitude were displacements of the H helix toward

Figure 3. Robust Displacements Are Identified by Smoothing (See
Text for Procedure)
Zero and two neighbors (one and five residues total, respectively)
were used to calculate the COM. Coordinates have been isotropically scaled to RTRP(MYO2). The 0.1 Å detectability estimate is
drawn in for comparison. The thick line is between RTRP(MYO2)
and RTHP(MYOCE), and the thin line is between LTRP(1A6K) and
LTHP(MYO3).

the G helix, the GH loop toward the A helix, and the A
helix away from the E helix.
Comparing flash-cooled room pressure and highpressure cooled structures, the F helix slid along its axis
and moved toward the E helix. The AB loop moved
toward the E helix. The CD loop moved towards the D
helix and fanned out. Of smaller magnitude were displacements of the H helix toward the G helix except at
the carboxy-terminal end, and of the A helix toward the
E helix.
Thus, the AB loop, F helix, and H helix showed similar
pressure-induced displacements for room temperature
and low-temperature sets. The CD loop appeared to move
toward the D helix at both temperatures. However, at room
temperature, the CD loop also moved toward the G and
H helices, while at low temperature, the loop fanned out.
The A helix and GH loop pressure responses were not
similar between room and low temperatures. The GH
loop appears to be a naturally variable region, however.
For example, the room temperature control plot in Figure
2 had a peak in that region.
We looked at the cosine of the angle between displacement vectors from the two temperatures as a function of residue to evaluate how similar the pressure dis-
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Figure 4. Comparison of Pressure-Induced
Displacements at Room Temperature (Top,
Left) and Low Temperature (Top, Right)
Regions rendered as ribbons are residues
3–24, 40–52, 79–94, and 115–147. Only extended main chain atoms are shown for all
other residues. Structures are orthogonally
oriented along principal axes, with the structures (middle) rotated 90⬚ along the horizontal
axis. Displacements have been amplified by a
factor of 15. Light shading indicates ambient
pressure positions. Dark shading indicates
high-pressure positions. The figures at the
bottom are a key to the labeling of the helices.

placements were at ambient and low temperatures. A
positive value indicated the displacement vectors at the
two temperatures were correlated (angle less than 90⬚),
and a negative value indicated the displacement vectors
at the two temperatures were anticorrelated (angle
greater than 90⬚). Though there were significant regions
where the cosines anticorrelate, it was important to consider whether differences in position were significant,
that is, greater than the 0.1 Å detectability estimate. For
this, we considered the dot product of the pressureinduced displacement vectors for the two temperatures,
that is,
→
i,lowT

r

→

→

· r i,roomT ⫽ ri,lowT ri,roomT cosi,

(3)

where r i is the displacement vector between residues
of room pressure and high-pressure structures and i is
the angle between the vectors. Thus, letting r ⫽ 0.1 Å,
→
→
a r lowT · r roomT ⬎ 0.01 Å2 is necessarily significant, since
|cosq| ⱕ 1. Using this criterion, regions that showed
significant correlations were the AB loop, CD loop, F
helix, and the region of the H helix nearest the F helix.

Regions that showed significant differences were the A
helix and the region of the H helix nearest the A helix.
Similarities in the largest displacement regions were
evidence for low-temperature metastability. The reason
for small differences may be that crystals for structures
LTRP(1A6K) and LTHP(MYO3) were not cooled at the
same rate. Rates for flash cooling were between 50 and
700 K/s [30] and the rate for high-pressure cooling was
1.7 K/s. We did not explore the effects of high-pressure
cooling rates because it was difficult to change the thermal mass of the pressure cell. A high-pressure flash
cooling protocol is being developed.
Probing Conformational Substates:
pH and Pressure Comparisons
We compared differences between RTRP(1VXB) and
RTRP(1VXH) with differences between RTRP(MYO2)
and RTHP(MYOCE). Structures were isotropically scaled
to RTRP(MYO2). Figure 5 shows the differences in the
COM positions of extended main chain atoms of the
first 151 residues for pH and pressure comparisons at
or near room temperature. Note the larger rmsd for the
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Yang and Phillips report a peptide bond flip between
Lys79 and Gly80 in their pH4 MbCO structure (PDB
1SPE). Interestingly, though we did not observe such a
flip in the room temperature pressurized structure
RTHP(MYOCE), we did observe the flip in the high-pressure cooled samples LTHP(MYO3) and LTHP(MYO4).
Previously, studies of conformational substates have
focused mainly on the heme pocket, namely at the orientation and the protonation state of His64 and His97 [20,
23–26, 31, 32]. The similarity between low-pH and highpressure structural changes and the corresponding
spectroscopically observed shifts in A0 /A1 populations
suggest that high-pressure probes have global substate
properties.
A global structural probe for substates is especially
important in light of the realization that myoglobin has
nonexponential binding properties that arise from its
heterogeneous substate populations [33–38] and that
these substates may have differing reaction properties
[21]. Because such correlations exist even in the met
form (the CO form as used in the majority of studies),
the structural rearrangements presented here may have
more general significance.
Biological Implications

Figure 5. Displacement in Backbone Positions upon Change in pH
and Pressure
Robust displacements are identified by smoothing (see text for procedure). Two neighbors (top) are used to calculate the COM. Coordinates have been isotropically scaled to RTRP(MYO2). The thick line
is between RTRP(MYO2) and RTHP(MYOCE), and the thin line is
between RTRP(1VXB) and RTRP(1VXH). The bottom figure shows
the displacements after scaling rmsd’s.

pH comparison, consistent with larger changes in A0 /A1
ratios observed spectroscopically. After scaling rmsd’s,
the differences tracked well.
Figure 6 shows the spatial displacements of the six
regions (A helix, AB loop, CD loop, F helix, GH loop,
and H helix) using the same smoothing procedure as in
Figure 4. The amplification factors were chosen to scale
rmsd’s and were 6.2 for the pH comparison and 15 for
the pressure comparison.
Both low-pH and high-pressure structures showed a
steepening of the A helix angle with the N-terminal end
moving away from the E helix, displacement of the AB
loop toward the E helix, opening of the CD loop toward
the D helix, sliding of the F helix along its axis and toward
the E helix, and displacement of the H helix toward the
G helix.
We did not observe an “opening” of the His64 residue,
which Yang and Phillips only observed in the MbCO
low-pH structure, not the met-Mb structure. However,
there were large displacements in the CD loop, suggesting an opening in the distal heme region.

Pressures accessible in the biosphere have large effects
on organisms, as some species have adapted to particular pressures or range of pressures; for example, many
deep sea fishes are obligate barophiles. These effects
may eventually be traced to effects on the molecular
level, such as on changes in protein structure, because
pressure affects reaction rates, equilibrium constants,
and folding stability. Though many structural probes
have been developed for use under pressure, the technique most powerful at giving atomic level information,
X-ray crystallography, is the one least utilized.
Here, we present a 150 MPa structure of sperm whale
myoglobin. We also developed a method for cooling a
protein crystal under pressure with the goal of “freezingin” pressure-induced structural changes. This provides
an alternative to room temperature, beryllium pressure
cell-based techniques for which the pressure cell has
strong powder diffraction at crystallographically important resolutions. Finally, we interpret observed structural
changes in terms of conformational substates by comparing pressure-induced structural changes with those
observed at low pH.
Comparing the effects of pressure at room and low
temperatures shows that the largest of the structural
reorientations in sperm whale myoglobin are preserved
when cooled under pressure. These are displacements
in the F helix, AB loop, and CD loop regions. The main
dissimilarity is in the A helix region. Note that the highpressure cooled crystals were not under pressure during
X-ray data acquisition. That the differences between
ambient and high-pressure structures at low and ambient temperatures are similar implies that high-pressure
cooling locks in features seen in actively pressurized
proteins, making possible high-resolution pressure
studies of protein conformations.
The population of spectroscopically identified conformational substates in myoglobin is known to change
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Figure 6. Comparison of Displacements at
Low pH (Top, Left) and High Pressure (Top,
Right)
Regions rendered as ribbons are residues
3–24, 40–52, 79–94, and 115–147. Only extended main chain atoms are shown for all
other residues. Structures are orthogonally
oriented along principal axes, with the structure (middle) rotated 90⬚ along the horizontal
axis. Displacements have been amplified by a
factor of 6.2 (left) and 15 (right). Light shading
indicates ambient pressure positions. Dark
shading indicates low-pH or high-pressure
positions. The figures at the bottom are a key
to the labeling of the helices.

in a similar manner when lowering pH and increasing
pressure [22]. A comparison of low-pH and high-pressure structures also shows good correlation. This implies that, despite their many degrees of freedom, the
global protein conformation has energy minima distinct
enough to be identified as conformational substates,
consistent with results from molecular dynamics simulations [19]. Rejto and Freer [39] reviewed crystallographic
methods for studying protein substates. Here, we demonstrate the feasibility of high-pressure crystallography
for providing additional substate data.
Myoglobin is expected to be a particularly challenging
protein for pressure studies because it is small and compact and, consistent with the Kundrot and Richards [6]
pressure study of lysozyme, exhibits only small structural responses to pressure. Even so, as shown in this
article, the small structural changes under pressure can
be interpreted in terms of other structural data such as
spectroscopy in understanding conformational substates. There is every reason to believe that the techniques used here to study myoglobin may also be used
to help reveal the mechanisms of pressure-induced
functional changes in other proteins.
Recent near-atomic resolution structures of sperm

whale myoglobin in various ligated forms [28, 40] and
high-pressure Raman studies [41] also suggest the importance of rigid body movements in the F helix region.
Thus, the determination of variously ligated, high-pressure myoglobin structures would lead to a fuller description of substates that could be connected to spectroscopic and kinetic data.
Experimental Procedures
Crystallization Protocol
P21 crystals of sperm whale myoglobin (Sigma; acquired before the
ban on commercial trade of sperm whale products) for structures
solved here were grown at room temperature in batch mode from
72%–78% saturated ammonium sulfate (A.S.), unbuffered. The solution
was between pH 5.5 and 6.0, and the myoglobin was in the met form.
Room Temperature Beryllium Cell Technique
Structure RTHP(MYOCE) came from a crystal mounted inside a
Kundrot-Richards-type beryllium cell [11]. The cell is essentially the
same as the Kundrot and Richards design, except that we modified
the high-pressure seal to go to higher pressure and used beryllium
grade I-250 (2.5% BeO content) rather than I-400 (4.2% BeO content;
Brush-Wellman). The lower BeO content improved X-ray transmittance without the loss of metal strength. The cell mounts directly
onto a goniometer.
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The pressure used was 150 MPa ⫾ 1% as read by a piezoresistive
transducer (Sensotec). The cell connected to a manually operated
piston pressure generator (High Pressure Equipment Company) via
flexible syringe tubing.
High-Pressure Cooling Technique
Structures LTHP(MYO3) and LTHP(MYO4) came from crystals prepared using a high-pressure cooling technique modified from Thomanek et al. [15]. They cooled myoglobin crystals at 250 MPa as a
method for protecting the crystal against damage caused by ice
formation during slow cooling, which would normally destroy the
crystal. After cooling in liquid nitrogen, the pressure was removed
while the crystal was kept cold. They reasoned that such pressures
would freeze water to ice III, which contracts, in contrast with ice
Ih, which expands. Although diffraction data was collected, to the
best of our knowledge there was no further development of their
technique and no structures were published. Here, we used pressures between 150 and 200 MPa, which is below the ice III region,
thereby ruling out the Thomanek hypothesis for the protection effect.
Our method allowed the frozen crystal to be mounted in a standard
cold stream for routine protein crystallographic data collection.
The pressure vessel used during cooling was a commercially
available stainless steel 1/8⬘⬘-to-1/4⬘⬘ high-pressure couple (High
Pressure Equipment Company) with two cone-sealed ends and a
central bore. The couple connected to a manually operated piston
pressure generator (High Pressure Equipment Company).
During pressurization and cooling, the crystal was held in the
central bore of the couple. Because it was not possible to remove
the crystal from solid ice, the pressurizing medium was isopentane
instead of mother liquor. After pressurization, the pressure vessel
was immersed in liquid nitrogen until all bubbling ceased outside
the vessel. The pressure was then released and the pressure vessel
was disassembled at liquid nitrogen temperatures. When cooled at
rates used here (1.7 K/s), isopentane was a glassy, gelatinous solid,
making removal from the cooled pressure vessel possible using a
pushpin jig. When left for several hours at liquid nitrogen temperatures,
isopentane crystallized into a powder that flaked from the crystal.
Isopentane is immiscible in water, so it did not dehydrate the crystal.
Crystals were in saturated A.S. before being placed in isopentane, and
the solution contained no chemical cryoprotectants.
Once cooled under pressure and removed from the pressure cell,
the crystal was put into an X-ray capillary and held in place between
bits of sponge (found as packing material for microscope glass
coverslips). The capillary was bonded to the steel post of a magnetic
CrystalCap base (Hampton Research) using cyanoacrylate adhesive. Once mounted in this way, the crystal was compatible with
existing cryogenic storage and handling protocols [42]. Because
the crystal could not be warmed after being cooled under pressure,
the crystal was kept in contact with liquid nitrogen or a cooled
copper stage mostly immersed in liquid nitrogen. Note, incidentally,
that myoglobin crystals without cryoprotectants do not freeze well
by most conventional flash-freezing protocols even where cooling
rates were higher (50–700 K/s measured by Teng and Moffat) [30].
Crystals were at high pressure for at least 90 min before cooling.
Cooling rates were 1.7 K/s as measured by a thermocouple placed
at the sample. The pressure used was 200 MPa ⫾ 1% as read by
a piezoresistive transducer (Sensotec). Mosaicities of high-pressure
cooled crystals were comparable to or only slightly higher than
mosaicities of crystals prepared by cryoprotected flash cooling.
Data Collection and Reduction
Data for room temperature structures were collected on a rotating
anode source using an ADSC multiwire area detector. Data for
cooled crystals were collected at Cornell University’s CHESS F1
line using an ADSC Quantum 4 CCD-based detector. Data reduction
was preformed using the DPS [43] and/or CCP4 [44] packages.
Ambient Pressure and Low-pH Data Sets
We used the glass capillary-mounted RTRP(MYO2) as the room
temperature control and deposited the 1VXH and 1VXE structures
(pH 6 and 5, respectively) as additional RTRP checks in the Protein
Data Bank.
The low-temperature, ambient pressure structure was the PDB-

deposited aquometmyoglobin structure 1A6K. The preparation
technique is described in Vojtechovský et al [28].
The pH 4 structure was the Protein Data Bank-deposited aquometmyoglobin structure 1VXB. The preparation technique is described in Yang and Phillips [24].
Refinement
Table 1 summarizes refinement statistics for the four structures
determined here. Data set 1VXH coordinates were used as starting
coordinates for refinement. Refinement using CNS version 1.0 [45]
involved rigid body refinement at low resolution (3.0 Å), followed by
3000 K simulated annealing at 2.2 or 2.3 Å. Higher resolution data,
if present, were added in cycles of minimization and restrained,
individual B factor refinement. A randomly chosen test set (10% of
reflections) served in calculating the crossvalidated R factor [46].
Heme, sulfates, and waters were added during manual model
building using O version 6.2.1 [47]. In adding waters, 2Fo–Fc and
Fo–Fc maps were inspected at 1 and 3, respectively, and positions
were checked for hydrogen-bonding geometry.
Structure validation using PROCHECK [48] revealed a Ramachandran plot outlier, Lys79, in the LTHP structures. Inspection of 2Fo–Fc
maps showed the peptide bond between Lys79 and Gly80 had
flipped. In the structure refined here, 98%–99% of residues were in
the core Ramachandran plot region as defined by Kleywegt and
Jones [49]. Structures refined in this manner include RTRP(MYO2),
RTHP(MYOCE), LTHP(MYO3), and LTHP(MYO4).
In order to assess the degree of modeling bias (discussed in
Results and Discussion), structure factors for 1VXH were refined inhouse using the protocol above. 1VXH had originally been refined
using X-PLOR version 3.1 without crossvalidation. This rerefined
structure is called RTRP(r1VXH).
Coordinates for 1A6K, 1VXH, 1VXE, and 1VXB were used without
further refinement.
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